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“Men of the World”: British Mariners, Consumer
Practice, and Material Culture in an Era of Global
Trade, c. 1660–1800

Beverly Lemire

AbstractGrowing numbers of sailors powered British fleets during the long eighteenth
century. By exploring mariners’ habits, dress, and material practice when in port, this
article uncovers their roles as agents of cultural change. These men complicated material
hierarchies, with a broad impact on developing western consumer societies, devising a
distinctive material practice. They shaped important systems of transnational exchange
and redefined networks of plebeian material culture. Mariners were also endowed with a
growing rhetorical authority over the long eighteenth century, embodying new plebeian
cosmopolitanism, while expressing facets of a dawning imperial masculinity. Marcus
Rediker described eighteenth-century Anglo-American mariners as plain dealers, wage-
workers, and pirates, as well as “men of the world.” This international contingent me-
diated between world communities, while demonstrating new tastes and new fashions.
They also personified the manly traits celebrated in Britain’s burgeoning imperial age.

Communities around the globe came in contact more routinely and with
greater intensity from the sixteenth century onwards. European mari-
ners figured centrally in this dynamic, embodying a new plebeian cos-

mopolitanism in their habits and their dress, becoming notable agents of change
when on shore. These men complicated material hierarchies, shaping the develop-
ment of western consumer societies, devising material practice unique among plebe-
ian men. In this article, I address their complex cultural agency over the long
eighteenth century. The trade route to Asia held particular allure, and about two
million men sailed from Europe to Asia in the three centuries after 1500, with half
that number returning. Mortality rates varied from 27 to over 50 percent among Eu-
ropean crews rounding the Cape of Good Hope, putting the risks of seafaring in per-
spective.1 Hazards were great, as were the dreamt-of rewards. England had a few
thousand mariners around the year 1600. But growing mercantile and imperial
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zeal swelled the population of long-distance seafarers to about 60,000 by 1750,
sailing to every compass point.2 This was a dynamic period for Britain, as Linda
Colley observes, a time when “Imperial greed gave it interests and investments in
every . . . ocean and continent.”3 Sailors served this agenda, as well as their own.
The cultural impact of these men on British society was infinitely greater than
numbers alone can tell.
Merchant capitalists and joint-stock companies have been minutely studied for

their economic roles in overseas trade.4 We must now focus on the ways plebeian
men figured in these circuits for they innovated new consumer habits and reshaped
societies generally. The catalytic roles of mariners have not received sufficient atten-
tion in studies of the remaking of the early modern material environment in Europe
and colonial environs. The cultural model of new-style masculinity they provided also
demands greater notice. Mariners are routinely cast as essential (sometimes heroic)
labor for military, merchant, and fishing fleets, a too-frequent source of social disrup-
tion, raucous with a tendency to riot if pressed.5 Marcus Rediker describes eigh-
teenth-century Anglo-American mariners as plain dealers, wageworkers, and
pirates, as well as “men of the world.”6 Military, naval, and seafaring ventures
exerted a powerful influence on the understanding of manliness in this era, during
seemingly endless imperial conflicts. Yet, as Karen Harvey notes, there is too little at-
tention paid to the nature of these masculinities in eighteenth-century Britain, partic-
ularly when compared to the plethora of studies on genteel and middling politeness.7
Explorations of this new mode of masculinity are a key theme of this work. Members
of this distinctive international work force also functioned as intermediates between
world communities—agents of new tastes, instigators of new fashions, the personi-
fication of manly nautical endeavor in Britain’s burgeoning imperial age. They

2 Kenneth Andrews, Trade, Plunder and Settlement: Maritime Enterprise and the Genesis of the British
Empire, 1480–1630 (Cambridge, 1984), 247–49; Marcus Rediker, Between the Devil and the Deep Blue
Sea: Merchant Seamen, Pirates and the Anglo-American Maritime World (Cambridge, 1987), vii, 290.

3 Linda Colley, Britons: Forging a Nation, 1707–1837, 2nd ed. (New Haven, CT, 2005), xvii.
4 For example, K. G. Davis, The Royal Africa Company (London, 1957); C. R. Boxer, The Dutch Sea-

borne Empire, 1600–1800 (London, 1965); J. H. Parry, Trade and Dominion: The European Overseas Empires
in the Eighteenth Century (New York, 1971); K. N. Chaudhuri, The Trading World of Asia and the English
East India Company (Cambridge, 1978); Andrews, Trade, Plunder and Settlement; Jacob M. Price, Perry of
London: A Family and a Firm on the Seaborne Frontier, 1615–1753 (Cambridge, MA, 1992); Nuala Zahe-
dieh, The Capital and the Colonies: London and the Atlantic Economy, 1660–1700 (Cambridge, 2010).

5 For example, Ralph Davis, Rise of the English Shipping Industry in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Cen-
turies (London, 1962); N. A. M. Rodger, TheWoodenWorld: An Anatomy of the Georgian Navy (Annapolis,
MD, 1986) and The Command of the Ocean: A Naval History of Britain, 1649–1815 (London, 2006); Roy
C. Ritchie, Captain Kidd and the War Against the Pirates (Cambridge, MA, 1986); Pablo E. Pérez-Mal-
laína, Spain’s Men of the Sea: Daily Life of the Indies Fleet in the Sixteenth Century, trans. Carla Rahn Phillips
(Baltimore, 1998); Daniel Vickers with Vince Walsh,YoungMen and the Sea: Yankee Seafarers in the Age of
Sail (New Haven, CT, 2005); Emma Christopher, Slave Ship Sailors and their Captive Cargoes, 1730–1807
(Cambridge, 2006); Peter Earle, The Pirate Wars (London, 2006); Nicholas Rogers, The Press Gang:
Naval Impressment and its Opponents in Georgian Britain (London, 2007); Adrian Mitchell, Dampier’s
Monkey: The South Seas Voyages of William Dampier, including William Dampier’s Unpublished Journal
(Kent Town, Australia, 2010); Fabio López Lázaro, The Misfortunes of Alonso Ramirez: The True Adven-
tures of a Spanish American with 17th-Century Pirates (Austin, TX, 2011).

6 Rediker, Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea, vii.
7 Karen Harvey, “The History of Masculinity, circa 1650–1800,” Journal of British Studies 44, no. 2

(April 2005): 296–311, at 308.
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sampled the world’s exotic goods and shared their pleasures with home-loving
Britons, reshaping domestic material culture.

Foundational studies of early modern British consumer behavior emphasized the
roles of genteel and middle-ranked men and women, especially those in dealing
trades. These groups commonly owned and bequeathed fashionable consumer
wares in distinctive ways, and their tendencies have been creatively and exhaustively
researched.8 But we must also recognize agency of a different sort. As I demonstrate
here, deep-sea, long-distance mariners were exceptional exponents of consumer inno-
vation in different milieu. Their amphibious lives enabled them to shape plebeian
consumer patterns on shore, expanding material networks and defining new trends
among their peers. They also claimed material authority in advance of mainstream
fashion, showing a mutinous disdain for sumptuary custom. Social theorist
Gabriel Weimann identifies the role of “influentials,” “the people who influence
other people,” recognizing that this power is not exclusive to one social group or
sector.9 Weimann notes key factors in the fashion process that can be shaped by “in-
fluentials” such as invention, fashion leadership, and the social visibility of new ma-
terial forms that achieve legitimacy through the social authority of influential
advocates in their communities.10 Mariners were “influentials” in this foundational
era of global trade. They were undoubtedly subjects of social emulation locally and
more widely, as popular media of the day captured their generative activities. They
shaped important systems of exchange and redefined channels of material culture
unique in the early modern world. Their catalyst roles are revealed in this study.

MARINERS, MASCULINITY AND THE POLITICS OF MATERIAL CULTURE

I study a hybrid group—with the exception of senior officers, almost the full comple-
ment of ships’ crews—to capture the lifecycle patterns of those on board.11 The chal-
lenge is to understand the roles played by these men beyond their defining physical
labor, to include the wider cultural complex of their amphibious worlds. Mariners fit
some, but by no means all, categories of early modern manhood. They were excep-
tional in their recurring absences from home, for example, precluding a normative
adulthood that came with marriage, family life, and the steady masculine governance

8 For example, Neil McKendrick, John Brewer, and J. H. Plumb, The Birth of a Consumer Society: The
Commercialization of Eighteenth-Century England (London, 1983); Lorna Weatherill, Consumer Behaviour
and Material Culture in Britain 1660–1760 (London, 1988); Mark Overton, Jane Whittle, Darron Dean,
and Andrew Hamm, Production and Consumption in English Households, 1600–1750 (London, 2004);
Amanda Vickery, The Gentleman’s Daughter: Women’s Lives in Georgian England (New Haven, CT,
1998) and Behind Closed Doors: At Home in Georgian England (New Haven, CT, 2009); Jon Stobart,
“Fashion, Heritance and Family: New and Old in the Georgian Country House,” Cultural and Social
History 11, no. 3 (September 2014): 385–406.

9 Elihu Katz, “Foreword” in Gabriel Weimann, The Influentials: People Who Influence People (Albany, NY,
1994), ix–xii; see also Weimann, The Influentials, 141–44.

10 Weimann, The Influentials, 141–42.
11 The term “mariner” itself was interchangeable with “sailor” and used throughout the seventeenth

century to refer to those below the rank of ship’s master. The designation “sailor” gradually diverged
from that of “mariner” over time as the latter came to mean a seaman with higher rank. Gerald Francis
Lorentz, “Bristol Fashion: The Maritime Culture of Bristol, 1650–1700” (PhD diss., University of
Toronto, 1997), 117–21.
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of households.12 They lived transient lives, somewhat like peddlers, another suspect
group in this era. But their unorthodox ventures were sanctioned on several grounds.
“Getting money” was one of men’s primary duties and a successful voyage could
bring rewards beyond the hopes of routine employment.13 Moreover, while sea
voyages took men away from homes and families, the social structure of their
work environment was recognized for its positive attributes. Maritime missions
relied on massed male contingents, emphasizing fraternal bonds, a hallmark of the
seafaring life, with a powerful allegiance among shipmates and sometimes equally
powerful fidelity to captains. Fraternal groups took many forms in martial, religious,
and secular settings, and were esteemed, as Alexandra Shepard notes, “not least
because many adult men recognized and even endorsed the potent meanings of
manhood to which it was linked.”14 Crewmates figured as surrogates for friends
and family ashore, despite the potential for punishing shipboard discipline.
For seafarers, manliness was expressed in the skills of seamanship, combined with

the stoic endurance necessary during inevitable trials, plus loyalty to crewmates and
perhaps even to superiors. As Rediker states: “The chances for survival improved
markedly as the ship’s company became an effective, efficient collectivity, bound to-
gether in skill, purpose, courage, and community.”15 Furthermore, there was always
the possibility of promotion through the ranks, which was the norm, as the attributes
of seamanship trumped politeness and privilege. Material benefits were thus within
reach for some, another hoped-for reward that sustained.16 Tests of manhood came
with exceptionally long and dangerous journeys that included the challenge of resist-
ing excesses once in port, a test too often failed. Sailors were notorious for intemper-
ance in port, behavior largely accepted by their captains in compensation for the
rigors they endured at sea. Episodic drunkenness and sexual dissipation colored
the reputation of seafaring males.17 Thus, the traits displayed by the growing
ranks of deep-sea long-distance mariners reflected some, but by no means all, the
norms of early modern English manhood. The other features that distinguished
these men (some shared with soldiery) were tied to the geopolitical ambitions of
their nation.

12 Studies of seafaring communities reveal the prominent roles of women as managers and household
heads. Kathleen Wilson, The Island Race: Englishness, Empire and Gender in the Eighteenth Century
(London, 2003), 101; Margaret Hunt, “Women and the Fiscal-Imperial State in the Late Seventeenth
and Early Eighteenth Centuries,” in A New Imperial History: Culture, Identity and Modernity in Britain
and the Empire 1660–1840, ed. Kathleen Wilson (Cambridge, 2004), 29–47.

13 I explore mariner’s masculine practices in the context of “Models of Manhood” as assessed by Alex-
andra Shepard. “Models of Manhood,” chapter 3 in Meanings of Manhood in Early Modern England
(Oxford, 2006; online 2010), DOI:10.1093/acprof:oso/9780199299348.003.0004 (accessed 11
February 2014)

14 Alexandra Shepard, “Youthful Excess and Fraternal Bonding,” chapter 4 in Meanings of Manhood,
DOI:10.1093/acprof:oso/9780199299348.003.0005 (accessed 11 February 2014).

15 Rediker, Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea, 154.
16 N. A. M. Rodger, “Honour and Duty at Sea, 1660–1815,”Historical Research, 75, no. 190 (Novem-

ber 2002): 425–447.
17 Charles Ludington, The Politics of Wine in Britain: A Culture History (New York, 2013), 154–55,

221–22. Binging characterized various workingmen’s communities, including the extractive industries
of logging and mining. Richard Wilk, “The Binge in the Food Economy of Nineteenth-Century
Belize,” in Changing Tastes: Food Culture and the Processes of Industrialization, ed. Patricia Lysaght and
Christine Burckhardt-Seebass (Basel, 2004), 110–19.
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The era after 1500, following direct European oceanic contact with Asia and the
Americas, produced what R. W. Connell terms “a [new] recognizable masculine cul-
tural type in the modern sense.” This new male ideal and practice arose within the
tumult of unprecedented imperial and mercantile ventures headed by European
nations. “Empire was a gendered enterprise,” as Connell notes, “initially an
outcome of the segregated men’s occupations of soldiering and sea trade.”18
England (later Britain) was somewhat late in the hunt for territorial empire and mer-
cantile riches, compared to her Iberian rivals who, along with the Dutch and French,
were ever-present competitors. Imperial advantage was hotly contested, most partic-
ularly after 1660 as colonial footholds were consolidated and merchant profits
accrued.19 Military men shared some of the cosmopolitan experiences of their nauti-
cal brothers and their repeated trials in the crucible of conflict distinguished both
from civilians.20 Loot was another perquisite beloved of seafarer and soldier, who re-
joiced at windfalls.21 Land-based and sea-based forces also shared experience within
regulated hierarchical structures, where new attention to training and disciplined
group action redefined everyday life. But while some characteristics were common
among those who served on land and sea, there were also distinct differences.
Most crucially, no soldiers enjoyed routine access to the most desirable commodities
as did long-distance sailors; nor were soldiers routinely compensated through private
trade as a component of their wages. Mariners developed distinctive traits in thinking
and culture as a result of their material opportunities, consumer practice, and global
travels, traits ultimately celebrated during the long eighteenth century. They person-
ified a new category of manly engagement.

Like their land-based cousins, seafarers were enveloped in webs of customary ob-
ligation and reciprocity that in their case bridged cultures and regions, land and sea.
Early modern society as a whole relied on routine nonmonetary exchange and
pawning, which often involved a deep dependence on textiles and clothing as alter-
nate currencies.22 These practices formed the wider framework for seafaring life,

18 R. W. Connell, Masculinities (Cambridge, 2005), 187.
19 John Brewer,The Sinews of Power:War, Money and the English State, 1688–1783 (London, 1989); John

J. McCusker and Kenneth Morgan, eds., The Early Modern Atlantic Economy (Cambridge, 2000); Zahe-
dieh, Capital and the Colonies; P. J. Marshall, “Introduction,” in The Oxford History of the British Empire.
The Eighteenth Century, ed. William Roger Louis, P. J. Marshall, and Alaine M. Low (Oxford, 2001),
1–27; I. K. Steele, The English Atlantic 1675–1740: An Exploration of Communication and Community
(Oxford, 1986); John Darwin, Unfinished Empire: The Global Expansion of Britain (London, 2012), espe-
cially chapters 2 and 3.

20 Alison Games addresses the varied cosmopolitanism of higher ranked men in The Web of Empire:
English Cosmopolitans in an Age of Expansion, 1560–1660 (Oxford, 2008).

21 For examples of cross-cultural imperial contacts by the British military and the circulation of goods
through soldiers’ hands, see Christian Ayne Crouch, “Sartorial Performance and Recognition during the
Seven Years’ War,” paper presented at the American Historical Association Conference, Washington,
DC, January 2014; Ruth Phillips, “Reading and Writing Between the Lines: Soldiers, Curiosities and In-
digenous Art History,”Winterthur Portfolio 45, no. 2–3 (June 2011): 107–24; J. M. Mancini, “Siege Men-
talities: Objects in Motion, British Imperial Expansion, and the Pacific Turn,” Winterthur Portfolio 45, no.
2–3 (June 2011): 125–40; Brian Sandberg, “‘The Magazine of All Their Pillage’: Armies as Sites of
Second-Hand Exchanges during the French Wars of Religion,” in Alternate Exchanges: Second-Hand Cir-
culations from the Sixteenth Century to the Present, ed. Laurence Fontaine (New York, 2008), 76–96.

22 Craig Muldrew, The Economy of Obligation: The Culture of Credit and Social Relations in Early Modern
England (New York, 1998); Peter Linebaugh, “Chips and Ships: Technology Repression and the Origin
of the Wage,” in The London Hanged: Crime and Civil Society in the Eighteenth Century (London, 1991),
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where further traditions prevailed. The ships themselves were spaces of compound
and at times conflicting economic cultures, all of which were in transition.23
Fernand Braudel describes a “triple division” of early modern economic activity:
the market economy of rural industry, artisanal production, small shops, and fairs,
which he saw as the middle level of activity; below this was “a shadowy zone . . .
lying underneath the market economy” where barter and alternate currencies flour-
ished, enabling life and petty enterprise; and soaring above these two zones at an
“exalted level” was international capitalism, powering long-distance commerce.24
Seamen functioned according to precedents founded on each of these systems
within their vessels’ wooden walls, acquiring, using, and disposing of goods to
realize priorities, with exchange networks that intersected with the developing
money wage. This context and the goods they handled are critical. Seamen navigated
the spaces between administrative fiats and customary routines, defending the “social
wage,” a perquisite that defined maritime laboring expectations.25 The goods they
acquired, the spaces they traversed, their patterns of material acquisition, and their
lives once on shore defined these men.26
Uncovering the dynamics of the material world is a task well known to historians.

A general consensus has emerged on several points. First, locality mattered. Signifi-
cant variations in resources distinguish one region from another, as well as urban
from rural locales in different time periods.27 Social rank complicated regional vari-
ation.28 Craig Muldrew illustrates the differences in earnings and comfort that typ-
ified early modern English rural laborers. Research indicates the slow process of
material improvement and the gradual accumulation of consumer goods in the

371–401; Beverly Lemire, Dress, Culture and Commerce: the English Clothing Trade before the Factory,
1660–1800 (Basingstoke, 1997) and The Business of Everyday Life: Gender, Practice and Social Politics in
England, 1600–1900 (Manchester, 2005); Hunt, “Women and the Fiscal-Imperial State”; Anne
McCants, “Petty Debts and Family Networks: The Credit Market of Widows and Wives in Eighteenth-
Century Amsterdam,” in Women and Credit: Researching the Past, Refiguring the Future, ed. Beverly
Lemire, Ruth Pearson, and Gail Grace Campbell (Oxford, 2001), 33–50; and Laurence Fontaine,
“Women’s Economic Spheres and Credit in Pre-Industrial Europe,” in Women and Credit, 15–32.

23 Rediker, Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea, 130–34.
24 Fernand Braudel, The Structure of Everyday Life, trans. Siân Reynolds (New York, 1985), 1:23–24.
25 Rediker, Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea, 116–31.
26 Mariners were not alone in defending supplements to a money wage. John Rule, The Vital Century:

England’s Developing Economy, 1714–1815 (London, 1992), 182–85; Lemire, Business of Everyday Life,
chapter 4.

27 For example, Jesus Cruz, The Rise of Middle Class Culture in Nineteenth-Century Spain (Baton Rouge,
LA, 2011), 92–107; Sofia Murhem, Göram Ulväng, and Kristina Lilja, “Tables and Chairs under the
Hammer: Second-Hand Consumption of Furniture in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries in
Sweden,” in Modernity and the Second-Hand Trade: European Consumption Cultures and Practices, 1700–
1900, ed. Jon Stobart and Ilja Van Damme (London, 2010), 196–219; Belén Moreno Claverías,
“Luxury, Fashion and Peasantry: The Introduction of New Commodities in Rural Catalan, 1670–
1790,” in The Force of Fashion in Politics and Society: Global Perspectives from Early Modern to Contemporary
Times, ed. Beverly Lemire (Aldershot, UK, 2010), 67–96; Anne McCants, “Exotic Goods, Popular Con-
sumption, and the Standard of Living: Thinking about Globalization in the Early ModernWorld,” Journal
of World History 18, no. 4 (December 2007): 433–62; Weatherill, Consumer Behaviour and Material
Culture; Overton, Whittle, Dean, and Hamm, Production and Consumption.

28 Margaret Spufford, “Fabric for Seventeenth-Century Children and Adolescents’ Clothes,” Textile
History 34, no. 1 (May 2003): 47–63, and “The Cost of Apparel in Seventeenth-Century England and
the Accuracy of Gregory King,” Economic History Review 53, no. 4 (November 2000): 677–705.
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1600s and 1700s.29 Gender also played a major role in material practice and expres-
sions of fashion, with recent research emphasizing middle ranked men’s gifting,
buying, and deployment of goods.30 Jan de Vries notes the measurable transforma-
tions in this period in his important interpretation of changing material life in early
modern northwest Europe and colonial America, where laboring women and chil-
dren powered the “industrious revolution.”31 Evidence for a broad, slow material
amelioration is overwhelming, with regional and occupational variants. “Industri-
ous” women and children were vital in this project, but were not the only catalyst
population. This study identifies additional agents in the change process, emphasiz-
ing not only an exceptional male occupational group, but also the shore-based pre-
cincts where their influence abounded.

Mariners complicate accepted hypotheses surrounding plebeian material change
and pose important questions about their roles as innovators. They saw and routinely
bought things in global ports, trading, gifting, and using these items. The cumulative
scale of their traffic was modest when measured against the private trade of ships’
captains, or official cargo. But the cultural force of their actions, within their distinct
networks, carried weight that far exceeded the volume of their trade. For the items
conveyed from distant locales were novel, imbued with social cachet; likewise, the
new habits they modeled broke with custom. Asian textiles, ceramics, American
tobacco, and the like were rarities in the first half of the seventeenth century, especial-
ly within laboring populations, becoming familiar comforts over generations. Atten-
tion to consumer practice is crucial to understand the variability among communities
and the impact of collective interventions. As Frank Trentmann observes, “[p]ractices
have a dynamic force of their own, creating sensations, competencies, and plans of
doing more or doing things differently.”32 Mariners were among the first group of
laboring men to acquire and use what Jan de Vries terms “new luxuries,” goods
infused with socially malleable properties that redefined sociability, cultivating new
tastes, and enhancing economic activity. Mariners learned about goods like tobacco
from indigenous Americans, for example, sharing and spreading the cultural and
physical knowledge of its use from port to port and ocean to ocean.33 They demon-
strated the desirability of substances, some of which were previously unknown to Eu-
ropeans. The spread of new commodities and the attendant societal transformations

29 Craig Muldrew, Food, Energy and the Creation of Industriousness: Work and Material Culture in Agrar-
ian England, 1550–1780 (Cambridge, 2011), especially chapters 4 and 5.

30 Margot Finn, “Men’s Things: Masculine Possession in the Consumer Revolution,” Social History 25,
no. 2 (May 2000): 133–55, and “Colonial Gifts: Family Politics and the Exchange of Goods in British
India, c. 1780–1820,” Modern Asian Studies 40, no. 1 (February 2006): 203–31; Michael Kwass, “Big
Hair: A Wig History of Consumption in Eighteenth-Century France,” American Historical Review 111,
no. 3 (June 2006): 630–59; Karen Harvey, “Barbarity in a Tea-Cup? Punch, Domesticity and Gender
in the Eighteenth Century,” Journal of Design History 21, no. 3 (Autumn 2008): 205–21; Charles Luding-
ton, “‘Claret is the Liquor for Boys: Port for Men’: How Port Became the Englishman’s Wine, c. 1750–
1800,” Journal of British Studies 48, no. 2 (April 2009): 364–90.

31 Jan de Vries, The Industrious Revolution: Consumer Behavior and the Household Economy, 1650 to the
Present (New York, 2008).

32 Frank Trentmann, “Materiality in the Future of History: Things, Practices, and Politics,” Journal of
British Studies 48, no. 2 (April 2009): 283–307, at 297.

33 Marcy Norton, Sacred Gifts, Profane Pleasures: A History of Tobacco and Chocolate in the Atlantic World
(Ithaca, NY, 2008), 157; Carol Benedict, Golden-Silk Smoke: A History of Tobacco in China, 1550–2010
(Berkeley, CA, 2011), 18–19.
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over this period have been studied intensely for several decades, most notably among
the elite and middling ranks.34 Jan de Vries observes of this process that: “for the first
time on such a scale and on so enduring a basis, we find a society in which the po-
tential to purchase luxuries and novelties extended well beyond a small, traditional
elite and where the acquired goods served to fashion material cultures that cannot
be understood simply in terms of [elite] emulation.”35 Crews on countless voyages
handled the bales, baskets, and barrels loaded on board and worked within
zones of commercial possibilities, risking all for the chances founded in journeys
to distance lands.
Mary Louise Pratt identifies the importance of what she terms “contact zones” in

colonial and imperial encounters. She describes these zones as “social spaces where
disparate cultures meet, clash, and grapple with each other.”36 Her vantage point
is the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, yet the concept of contact zones
applies in interesting ways to an earlier time when Europeans navigated spaces
with less assurance, with routinely contested authority during different temporal
spans. The sites where westerners anchored and where cargoes were laded represent-
ed critical contact zones for mariners, with days, weeks, or months spent mingling on
shore, repeated over years, the stuff of seamen’s lore. Similarly, the sea routes them-
selves figured as contact zones involving heterogeneous peoples and unscheduled
events. Ships and shipping lanes themselves linked societies and cultures with
crews of various ethnicities and backgrounds from Europe, Africa, America, and
Asia.37 These were the “space and time where,” as Pratt observes, “subjects previously
separated by geography and history are co-present.” During the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, Dutch, English, French, and other European vessels joined
the Spanish and Portuguese in commercial contests. Pratt notes: “The term
‘contact’ foregrounds the interactive, improvisational dimensions of imperial en-
counters so easily ignored or suppressed by accounts of conquest or domination.”38
Those who manned these ships were active as more than just laborers. Seamen saw
marvels and savored the unfamiliar and while only some profited appreciably,
through prizes seized or small ventures, all were touched by their travels. In turn,
the shifting materialities of their lives crafted a new category of manliness within
wider mercantile and imperial projects.

34 This literature is voluminous. See, for example, McKendrick, Brewer, and Plumb, The Birth of a Con-
sumer Society; Weatherill, Consumer Behaviour and Material Culture; Helen Berry, “Polite Consumption:
Shopping in Eighteenth-Century England,” Transactions of the Royal Historical Society 12, no. 1 (December
2002): 375–94; John Styles and Amanda Vickery, ed., Gender, Taste, and Material Culture in Britain and
North America, 1700–1830 (New Haven, CT, 2006).

35 De Vries, Industrious Revolution, 52.
36 Mary Louise Pratt, Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing and Transculturation, 2nd ed. (New York, 1992), 7.
37 Michael H. Fisher, Counterflows to Colonialism: Indian Travellers and Settlers in Britain 1600–1857

(Delhi, 2004), 32–42, 66. For examples of the multicultural crews on East India Company ships, see
crew list for the Addison August 1720, IOR E/1/11/160; crew list for the Dartmouth August 1720,
IOR E/1/11/161; crew list for the Monmouth, February 1721, IOR E/1/12/57; crew list for the Streat-
ham, February 1721, IOR E/1/12/58, British Library (hereafter BL).

38 Pratt, Imperial Eyes, 8.
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MARINERS, MATERIAL CULTURE, AND NEW MEN OF THE WORLD

Mariners’ wills are revelatory, listing the things these men desired and acquired. The
early wills from East India Company mariners sketch the range of items they secured,
at a level of detail absent in later testamentary documents. This provides the frame for
a more focused study of the period 1660–1760 of seamen on the East India routes, of
eighteenth-century Atlantic privateers, and of mariners in theWest Indies sea-lanes as
well. Wills for men of such modest means are rare, as these documents were typically
limited to those with estates valued over £5, at least in land-based communities.
However, the Prerogative Court of Canterbury, which proved wills for large
swaths of England and Wales, also included those who died overseas in its remit, in-
cluding soldiers and sailors regardless of their resources.39 Because wills were rou-
tinely prepared by seaman at the start of a voyage, they offer the historian the
opportunity to gauge mariners’ access to goods and, importantly, the circulation of
bequests from those who did not return. I assessed 1,013 wills from the years
1600 to 1760, ending my sampling before the great naval contests in the later eigh-
teenth century. This is a small percentage of all wills in the National Archives for
“mariners” and other nautical trades.40 But it is a robust sample of those traversing
major trade routes, as for some periods in the 1600s I harvested all surviving Prerog-
ative Court of Canterbury wills for these regions I could find. I focus closely on East
India Company trade circuit as it is generally agreed that the new luxuries and semi-
luxuries from Asia were among the most culturally influential goods of the early
global era.41 Aggregate data shows clear evidence of crewmen’s commercial activities
and their distinct material practices. Details of bequests generally become less precise
from the late 1600s through the 1700s as pro forma terms became common and
printed testamentary forms came into use.42 Generic notations of “chattels,”
“goods owned,” “worldly estate,” or “wages and sums of money” recur repeatedly
through the 1700s, masking specifics that were evident in earlier documents. Fortu-
nately, the distribution networks arising from bequests are well described, and evi-
dence of seamen’s private trade survives in other sources. In combination, the
patterns and politics of this material culture are well defined, with vivid evidence
of the risks seamen took for these rewards.

Wills from decedents on early voyages to India set the stage. Robert Double was
termed “sailor” in his 1603 will, and out of his modest estate bequeathed one friend a
pair of violet breeches, another a whole piece of blue [Indian] calico (20 to 30 feet in
length), and a third eighteen dishes, most likely Chinese porcelain.43 Bequests

39 TimHitchcock, SharonHoward, and Robert Shoemaker, “Historical Background: Prerogative Court
of Canterbury,” London Lives, 1690–1800, http://www.londonlives.org, version 1.1 (accessed 7 March
2013).

40 The National Archives holds 13,370 mariners’ wills from 1600 to 1699 and 38,872 from 1700 to
1799.

41 Maxine Berg, Luxury and Pleasure in Eighteenth-Century Britain (NewYork, 2005), especially chapter
2, and “In Pursuit of Luxury: Global History and British Consumer Goods in the Eighteenth Century,”
Past and Present 182, no. 1 (February 2004): 85–142; Giorgio Riello and Prasannan Parthasarathi,
eds., The Spinning World: A Global History of Cotton Textiles, 1200–1850 (Oxford, 2009); Beverly
Lemire, Cotton (Oxford, 2011).

42 I thank Margaret Hunt for information on the increased use of forms from about 1700.
43 Probated will, 1603, PROB 11/101/ir 902, National Archives, Kew (hereafter NA, UK). I thank Dr.

Cheryl Fury for transcripts of mariners’ wills from East India Company voyages, 1601–1604.
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delineate the trade routes traveled, with goods such as “one looking glass 2 combs, 2
brushes and a case . . . bought at Venice.”44 These belongings denote the items
hunted out and judged on quality and price, dealing skills informally acquired,
focused on things to trade, gift, or enjoy.45 Evidence of commercial partnerships
among shipmates recurs sporadically, the combined sums enabling speculation.
The sailor Ottes Mason, for instance, partnered with a shipmate to buy “3 bundells
of cheyney [China] dishes” that he ordered sold at the mast after his death. Auction-
ing goods at the mast was a customary way to dispose of dead men’s wares, with
bidding open to all, further dispersing items among ships’ crews. The “20
poundes weight of cloves” and “6 pounde weight of mace” also among Mason’s pos-
sessions were left to a brother living in one of London’s Thames-side districts, “3 blue
anchors in fishe street.” Mason worked within a complex web of partnerships and
obligations, typical of early modern seamen.46 Thomas Stelten was a gunner’s
mate and a resourceful veteran, investing eight shillings received from Anthony Law-
rence, a carpenter on the Ascension: “to be by me employed in some commodities
which is lawful to be carried home[,] which money I employed at Bantam in 2
peece of cheyney taffityes [taffeta] one red, one watchet [light blue], which cost
me 10s.”47
These men learned that the surest way to profit from a voyage was through private

trade, a shipboard perquisite habitual in European merchant fleets and hotly defend-
ed by generations of seamen.48 The crew expected “the customary right . . . to carry
some cargo on their own account, possibly in their own quarters, but sometimes oc-
cupying part of the hold freight free.”49 Merchant bodies like the East India
Company (EIC) struggled to control their employees and were torn by conflicting
impulses: on the one hand wanting to monopolize all profits from overseas
voyages, while recognizing, on the other hand, that those risking their lives on
these ships had to have incentives. This tension was never resolved. Initially, some
in the company accepted the importance of allowing private ventures among ships’
crews, with one official in Surat urging directors in London to accept sailors’ enter-
prising ways for “if some toleration for private trade be not permitted, none but des-
perate men will sail our ships.”50 By about 1700 the space allotted for private trade
amounted to five tons outbound, with only three tons approved for the homeward
passage, limits that grew sharply by mid eighteenth century to twenty-five tons out-
bound and fifteen on return. In general the EIC directors grudgingly accepted the
private trade of their officers, within the limits of regulation.51 Thus, all who
sailed had a stake in the success of the voyage. As J. H. Parry wrote, “every man

44 Probated will, 1601, Guildhall 9171/19/461v, Guildhall Library.
45 Basil Lubbock, Barlow’s Journal of his Life at Sea in King’s Ships, East & West Indiamen & Other Mer-

chantmen from 1659 to 1703 (London, 1934), 1:156, 158, 271; 2:323–24; William Dampier, AVoyage to
New Holland: The English Voyage of Discovery to the South Seas in 1699 (London, 1703), 193–95.

46 Probated will, 1603, PROB 11/102/180v, NA, UK.
47 Probated will, 1603, PROB 11/102/ ir 1017, NA, UK.
48 Pérez-Mallaína, Spain’s Men of the Sea, 98–114.
49 Davis, Rise of English Shipping, 147.
50 Quoted in K. N. Chaudhuri, “The East India Company and the Organization of its Shipping in the

Early Seventeenth Century,” Mariner’s Mirror 49, no. 1 (January 1963): 27–41, at 37.
51 Huw Bowen, “Privilege and Profit: The Commanders of East Indiamen as Private Traders, Entrepre-

neurs, and Smugglers, 1760–1813,” International Journal of Maritime History 19, no. 2 (December 2007):
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in a company ship . . . had his ‘privilege,’ his allotted space, according to rank, for the
goods which he might purchase at one end and sell at the other.”52 Aside from “priv-
ilege” the venture system also made space available to those who could pay freight
charges.53 The mariner Edward Barlow recorded his life at sea and his ambitions, re-
counting his activities in the port of Surat on the west coast of India as a “small
venture for myself and some . . . friends . . . [with] some small commodities.”54
Barlow came from a poor rural family in Lancashire and went to sea in the mid sev-
enteenth century, hoping to earn his fortune, a common tale. He shared interests
common among his shipmates—he was always attentive to potential commercial ad-
vantage, seeking opportunities at every port.

Private trade or “privilege” was a critical facet of seamen’s connections between
Europe and global trading zones like Asia; however, only the large ventures of com-
manders and senior officers have been systematically studied.55 The value of this per-
quisite to early modern seamen was immense, shaping their priorities in every ocean,
repayment for the extraordinary risks they faced on dangerous seas. Privilege and
“venture” traffic (in addition to habitual smuggling by crew) inserted small,
routine parcels among the great cargoes administered by merchant houses.56
These informal addendums generated new material dynamics, allowing men with
modest resources the possibility of profit, many collaborating with shipmates or in-
vestors back home to fund small projects.

The shipping lanes of the world’s oceans were at best imperfectly monitored and
never more than partially regulated, even by the most assiduous early modern corpo-
rations and governments. Seafarers worked to outwit regulatory regimes at every
turn.57 Some private trade items were hidden in ships’ holds or seamen’s chests
and were likely included by testators under general designations of goods and
chattel. However, sailors’ aspirations are clear, evident in the things they acquired
ranging from spices to textiles to china. A ship’s carpenter included in his 1639
will “one small parcel of clothes which I had out of the Mullabarr Prize.”58
Plunder from ships seized as prizes was another treasured source of wealth for all
who sailed.59 Prizes and private trade allowed seagoing men the chance to flourish,

43–88; J. R. Bruijn, Commanders of Dutch East India Ships in the Eighteenth Century (Woodbridge, 2011),
303.

52 Quoted in Rediker, Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea, 131.
53 Ibid., 132.
54 Lubbock, Barlow’s Journal, 1:194. Similarly, John Cremer,Ramblin’ Jack: The Journals of Captain John

Cremer 1700–1774 (London, 1936), 175–76.
55 E. H. Pritchard, “Private Trade between England and China in the Eighteenth Century (1680–

1833),” Journal of the Economic and Social History of the Orient 1, no. 1 (August 1957): 108–37; Huw
Bowen, “‘So Alarming an Evil’: Smuggling, Pilfering and the English East India Company, 1740–
1810,” International Journal of Maritime History 14, no. 1 (June 2002): 1–31 and “Privilege and
Profit”; Bruijn, Commanders of Dutch East India Ships.

56 Pritchard, “Private Trade between England and China,” 110; Dennis O. Flynn and Arturo Giráldez,
“Born with a ‘Silver Spoon’: The Origin ofWorld Trade in 1571,” Journal of World History 6, no. 2 (January
1995): 201–21, at 204.

57 Miscellaneous Letters received by the Directors of the East India Company, 1712, IOR, E/1/4/148;
1712, /E/1/4/169; 1718, E/1/9/77; 1731, E/1/22/118; 1738, E/1/28/66 (1738), BL; Bruijn, Command-
ers of Dutch East India Ships, 212.

58 Probated will, 1639, PROB 11/185b (193), NA, UK.
59 E. H. W. Meyerstein, ed., Adventures by Sea of Edward Coxere (Oxford, 1945), 14.
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representing singular windfalls within large administrative ventures.60 Another EIC
crewman amassed an interesting miscellany in 1635, all in small quantities, with
pieces of nutmeg and cinnamon, remnants of black and white silk, and an array of
handkerchiefs.61 Indian handkerchiefs became a staple of seamen’s attire, produced
in India in countless varieties, like the thirty handkerchiefs noted in another
sailor’s will in 1729. By the 1700s, these accessories were a ubiquitous part of plebe-
ian dress, a global commodity defining occupational, ethnic, and gender perfor-
mance among European, colonial, and enslaved peoples, whether worn round the
neck, as head covering, or in cultural performance. They marked the dynamics of
early modern empires and these adaptable, colorful accessories found buyers in vir-
tually every port of call.62 Handkerchiefs would sell; so it was little wonder that mar-
iners attempted again and again to stash handkerchiefs for later resale once ashore.63
The calculus of risk and reward shaped the seafaring environment where running

goods ashore—in defiance of authorities—seemed a logical choice. The men making
the reckoning worked within traditional early modern institutions to craft small-scale
enterprise combining global and local commercial networks, features of their lives
that defined them as much as their nautical skills. Entrepreneurship, along with sea-
manship in all its guises, characterizes the seafaring men of the long eighteenth
century, confirmed in the surviving memoirs of seamen like Edward Barlow.
Barlow gives voice to the common mariner, as one of only a few men of that rank

to record his life at sea and on land and his struggle to rise through the ranks. The son
of a poor Lancashire husbandman, one of six children, Barlow learned to write in
1672 at age thirty, during his captivity in Batavia during the third Anglo-Dutch
war. He chronicled routine voyages and life on shore from 1659 to 1703, also re-
counting his seaborne projects.64 Barlow was sharply observant of local commodities
and opportunities. In Tripoli in 1668, for example, on board a merchantman, he re-
marked on the “striped linen stuffs made here, and very fine dyed leather which is
transported into Italy and Spain.”65 Later in Sicily, Barlow found that silk stockings
were “reasonable and cheap,” buying “five pairs of silk stockings for thirty shillings,”
goods easy to sell or barter.66 Like most people of the early modern period, sailors

60 Mancini, “Siege Mentalities: Objects in Motion”; and for the lure of prizes, see the account of John
Harriott, Struggles through Life . . . . (London, 1808), 1:44–46, 50–52.

61 PROB 11/168 (464) 1635?; PROB 11/205 (142) 1647, NA.
62 For handkerchief consumption and its varying ethnic associations, see SophieWhite, “‘Wearing Three

or Four Handkerchiefs around His Collar, and Elsewhere about Him’: Constructions of Masculinity and
Ethnicity in French Colonial New Orleans,” Gender & History 15, no. 3 (November 2003): 528–49, and
“Geographies of Slave Consumption: French Colonial Louisiana and a World of Goods,”Winterthur Port-
folio 45, nos. 2–3 (Summer/Autumn 2011): 229–48, at 232–33; Shane White and Graham White, “Slave
Clothing and African-American Culture in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries,” Past and Present
148, no. 1 (August 1995): 149–86; Patricia Hunt, “Swathed in Cloth: The Headwraps of Some
African AmericanWomen in Georgia and South Carolina During the Late Nineteenth and Early Twentieth
Century,” Dress 21, no. 1 (January 1994): 30–38, at 30–31.

63 Probated will, 1728/29, PROB 11/632, NA, UK; Miscellaneous Letters received by the Directors of
the East India Company, 1718, IOR E/1/9/114, 119; 1721, E/1/12/162; 1723, E/1/14/122; 1731, E/1/
22/118; 1733, E/1/24/57; 1734, E/1/25/ 67-68, 83-4; 1738, E/1/28/69-70; T1/449/110, 112, BL;
Report to the collector of customs, 17 April 1766, T1/454/190-192, NA, UK.

64 Lubbock, Barlow’s Journal, 2 vols.
65 Ibid., 1:156.
66 Ibid., 1:158.
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lived within a world where clothing had multiple uses and meanings. In one respect,
a stock of clothes in a sea chest ensured personal health and survival. Slops, ready-
made utilitarian garments, were stocked by ships’ pursers and sold to crewmen as
needed, the charges tallied up at the end of the voyage and subtracted from wages
—a practice followed on merchant and naval vessels. These items offered more
than practical comforts, however, as the clothes could be acquired onboard and
then traded or sold once ashore. Clothing was negotiable.67 Some mariners might
drink up whatever they got from the onshore resale. Others sought profits
through trade and exchange.68 Unlike the land-based men and women who routinely
bartered and pawned, bought and sold new and used clothes within a narrow geo-
graphic compass, nautical men benefited by travel between distant markets that
brought risks and promises. The richly stocked material environment through
which they moved encouraged experimentation and innovation of all sorts.

Historians have minutely detailed the mercantile and political strategies of long-
distance European trading companies. We know the steps taken to formalize admin-
istrative structures and the characteristics of the polite, newly rich, middle ranked
men.69 But the hands working the ships at the vanguard of global capitalism also
sought advantage where they could, acting on their own priorities. On Barlow’s
first trip to India in the 1670s, he detailed the mechanics of local trading and the
well-established practice of the Gujarati merchants of Surat, in a contact zone
founded on possibilities.70 Barlow wrote:

As [m]any of us came on shore we were presently met with the countrymen which were
called ‘Banyanes’, it being their custom that time of year, when ships come up thither, to
come down from Surat, being ten miles distant, and bring their goods down to Swallow
Road [Suhali], and there they have booths and tents built, which they live in all the time
the ships tarry there: and their custom is to come to every man, inquiring what trade he
hath to sell, and to see which one of them you will choose to be your merchant, to deal
with you for what you have to sell or change for their commodities . . . They are all
buyers and sellers, and many of them very rich, and they are apt to learn any language.71

67 Lemire, Dress, Culture and Commerce, especially chapters 3 and 4, and “The Secondhand Trade in
Europe and Beyond: Stages of Development and Enterprise in a Changing Material World c. 1600–
1850,” special issue, Textile: Journal of Cloth & Culture 10, no. 2 (July 2012): 144–63.

68 Lubbock, Barlow’s Journal, 1:150, 159.
69 For example, K. N. Chaudhuri, The English East India Company: The Study of an Early Joint-Stock

Company 1600–1640 (London, 1965), and Trading World of Asia; Boxer, Dutch Seaborne Empire and
The Portuguese Seaborne Empire, 1415–1825 (London, 1969); Om Prakash, The Dutch East India
Company and the Economy of Bengal, 1630–1720 (Princeton, NJ, 1985); J. Boyajian, Portuguese Trade in
Asia under the Hapsburgs, 1580–1640 (Baltimore, 1993); H. V. Bowen, Margarette Lincoln, and Nigel
Rigby, ed., The World of the East India Company (Woodbridge, UK, 2002); Paul Langford, A Polite and
Commercial People: England 1727–1783 (Oxford, 1989); Dror Wahrman, Imagining the Middle Class:
The Political Representation of Class in Britain, c. 1780–1840 (Cambridge, 1995); Henry French and
Mark Rothery, “Hegemonic Masculinities? Assessing Change and Processes of Change in Elite Masculin-
ities, 1700–1900,” in What is Masculinity? Historical Dynamics from Antiquity to the Contemporary World,
ed. John H. Arnold and Sean Brady (Basingstoke, 2011), 139–66.

70 François Pyrard noted the characteristics of banyan merchants in the vibrant port of Cambay in the
early 1600s. The Voyage of François Pyrard of Laval to the East Indies, the Maldives, the Moluccas and Brazil . . . .
(London, 1888), 249.

71 Lubbock, Barlow’s Journal, 1:186. My emphasis.
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Suhali sands, the shoreline of the river leading to Surat, was a long-established locale
for deal-making, one the EIC struggled to monitor, a contact zone with contending
actors.72 Early on the EIC president in Surat complained to London that “even at
Swally Sands and under a court of guard they have found bales opened or clean
carried away.” Alliances between local traders and “uncivil seamen” confounded this
attempted policing.73 New relationships developed in these contact zones and “im-
provisational” meetings took place, new tastes were acquired and desirable goods
sought out, in defiance of rules. Administrators struggled to keep mariners in
check, as crewmen learned the potential of each port of call. Over the late 1600s,
Barlow visited many parts of the Caribbean, Europe, North Africa, and Asia.
Figure 1 is Barlow’s drawing of “the manner of the port and harbor of Bombay,”
one of numerous sketches he made of the places he visited, some of which he knew
intimately. While in China, seeing the array of merchandise and marveling at the
local prices, Barlow railed against EIC embargos on buying certain goods for
private trade. On one occasion “the China people came on board with commodities
to sell, as tea, China roots, and fine earthenware, andwrought silk, which are . . . cheap
and would have been good commodities in England.” The proximity of such wares
fired ambition. And, like seamen before and after, Barlow schemed to circumvent
edicts, denouncing the company that “will not suffer any man that sails in their
ships, if they know it, to buy a pennyworth of goods of the same that they buy.”74
Men like Barlow acquired worldliness distinct among working men, experiencing

a rich medley of cultures, geographies, and peoples, very different from the gloss ac-
quired by elite young men on their European Grand Tours. When Barlow’s ship over
wintered in Taiwan, he recorded various local customs, including the widespread use
of fans and parasols by local elite men and women—fashion items that made their
way to Europe.75 Seamen paid dearly for their worldly education in the physical dis-
cipline of shipboard life, the wear on bodies subjected to punishing labor amidst the
recurring perils of sickness, injury, captivity, and death, plus the whims of wind,
weather, and officers. Barlow, like others of his kind, wanted more than his wages,
seeking opportunities wherever he travelled. In 1694, in one of his most successful
forays, the returning EIC ship anchored in Barbados, contrary to regulations.
Many on that Caribbean island were happy to buy what the ships’ crew offered, as
“most of the gentry of the whole island came aboard of our East India ships to see
. . . and to buy such things as we had and they wanted.”76 Caribbean colonists
were famously wealthy in this slave-based sugar-rich territory and lusted after fash-
ionable Asian wares to express their status. And, although such direct trade was pro-
scribed by statute, there were frequent contacts between returning ships from the
East Indies and the colonists of the West Indies.77

72 The busy market on the beach at the entrance to the Tapti River leading to Surat, termed “Swally” or
Suhally [Suhali], was described in some detail by Peter Mundy in 1633. Richard Carnac Temple, ed., The
Travels of Peter Mundy Asia 1628–1667 (Cambridge, 1914), 2:311–13.

73 Calendar of State Papers Colonial, East Indies and Persia, 1630–1634 (1892), 8:16–29, http://www.
british-history.ac.uk/report.aspx?compid=71424&strquery=mariners (accessed 1 March 2013).

74 Lubbock, Barlow’s Journal, 1:205.
75 Ibid., 1:210, 221–22.
76 Ibid., 2:447.
77 Nuala Zahedieh, “London and the Colonial Consumer in the Late Seventeenth Century,” Economic

History Review 47, no. 2 (May 1994): 239–61, at 251–53. Direct trade from India to Barbados was a
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We know some of the goods that mariners’ acquired from the details of their wills;
but bequests took various forms. Money represented a significant category of bequest
in my sample of wills, rising slightly over time. Table 1 demonstrates the comparative
prominence of cash bequests. Material bequests annotated as furniture, jewelry, mer-
chandise, linen, china, tobacco, clothing, and silver ware are stipulated only occasion-
ally. Overall, the generic grouping “goods and chattels” represented the largest
category of bequest at over 50 percent in wills from 1685 to 1699, declining to
about 40 percent in mariners’ wills from 1700 to 1729 and then increasing to over
47 percent from 1740 to 1760.

While money remained a significant category of bequest, the movement of goods
remained more significant, even if we cannot always determine the nature of these

Figure 1—“Themannerof theportandharbourofBombay:LiyingupontheCost [sic]ofIndia.”Journal
of Edward Barlow, 1659–1703. L3427-001. ©National MaritimeMuseum, Greenwich, London.

recurring anxiety for the EIC and repeatedly reported by zealous correspondents. Miscellaneous Letters
received by the Directors of the East India Company, 1721, IOR, E/1/11/108; 1724, E/1/15/38, BL.
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items from the wills, as documents became more formulaic. Full pieces of textiles are
rarely itemized in eighteenth-century wills, although they may well have made up
part of the “goods and chattels” enumerated by testators. One enterprising EIC
ship’s carpenter held five varieties of cloth among his personal effects at death in
1729 returning from India, bolts of fabric of various kinds.78 A fuller picture
comes from ships’ diaries kept by supercargoes on EIC passages to China, supercar-
goes being the officers tasked to manage company business affairs once in Canton
(Guangzhou). On occasion documentation survives of the private trade carried by
crew, the bulk of which belonged to captains and senior officers. However, supercar-
goes sometimes itemize the goods stowed onboard by junior officers and seamen.
Tea and china predominated in the lists of private trade for seamen on theWinchester
in 1738, men without honorifics appended to their names. The small scale of their
purchases distinguish them from senior ranks: John Hoar, one box of tea, one box
of china ware; William Cole, one tub of tea; Humphrey Rudd, one tub of tea;
Robert Stonehouse, two boxes of china ware.79 Seafaring men doubtless added to
their cache by hiding smaller parcels in the customary way, to elude official detection.
In December 1750, John Sutton, seaman on the Grantham carried a box of tea as
private trade; Thomas Dale, the sixth mate had two boxes of tea and a box of china-
ware for Samuel Torin, perhaps an investor in this venture. John Slacker, another
seaman had three boxes listed to his credit, their contents unspecified.80
Traffic in global shipping lanes increased decade by decade, as companies, ship

owners, and crew labored to profit. For EIC servants, the spirit of “private trade”
collided with company fiats that pinched. Barlow defended the tactics men like
him employed, writing that it was “a very unreasonable thing that a poor man
cannot have the liberty to dispose of what is his own [acquired on a voyage].”81
He disputed the company’s transcendent claims when they “gain all themselves
and none to their servants.” These “hard measures” won no friends among those
who served.82 In the 1720s, the EIC further infuriated captains and crew when,
for a time, their agents manipulated the London auctions where private trade
goods were sold, forbidding outside merchants to bid, thereby ensuring the
company bought cheaply and unopposed.83 These policies, plus the fees and
duties routinely added to legally landed goods, encouraged ruses to move private

Table 1—Bequests of Money by Testators

Date of Bequest Money by % Prize Money by %

1685–1699 30 –

1700–1729 32 2.5
1740–1760 27 11

78 Probated will, 1729, PROB11/632, NA, UK.
79 Ships’ Diary, the Sussex and Winchester, January 1738, IOR/G/12/43, 75, BL.
80 Ships’ Diary, Grantham and York, 1749-51, IOR/G/12/53, 113-14, BL.
81 Lubbock, Barlow’s Journal, 2:455.
82 Ibid., 2:352.
83 Miscellaneous Letters received by the Directors of the East India Company, 1723, IOR, E/1/14 /224;

1722, IOR, E/1/16/193; 1722, E/1/16/194, BL.
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cargo ashore undetected.84 The final leg of the long voyage offered the last best
chance for surreptitious commerce, either by meeting smugglers’ vessels in the
Channel or by shifting cargo to watermen’s craft when at anchor in port.85 These
routine wiles served all seeking to avoid company and customs agents.86 Young
seamen learned the tricks of seagoing peculation from commanding officers and
shipmates, practicing “clandestine trade” on a small scale or large. The significance
of this flow lay in the wider access to goods for plebeian men and women and at
lower cost.87

Occasionally, more malleable shore-based officials looked the other way when a
plan was afoot, receiving “treats” and “presents” for their pains. John Spencer was
charged with this offense in 1718. As an EIC “Surveyor of the River,” his responsi-
bility was to ensure ships were lawfully cleared of cargo, thereafter deposited in
company warehouses. Spencer stood accused of taking “several pieces of Stripes
[cotton cloth] and a Large Quantity of Romall handkerchiefing, a Quantity of
China . . . Cases of Tea and a present of Muslin” in payment for allowing bags of
pepper sweepings from the hold to be run ashore. Spencer pleaded his innocence, al-
though acknowledged that he previously received “Six China Plates, two pint Cups,
and Six Bottles of Arrack [a South Asian liquor]” as gifts for other unspecified
favors.88 Simms, “a Bumboat Man at Deptford,” was given little credence at a
hearing in the London Custom House where he alleged thefts by the ship’s officers,
as on previous occasions he was caught with contraband from an Indiaman, includ-
ing “a Parcel of Muslin Handkerchiefs and some fans” as well as a “Bagg of Sea Shells
containing 46 lb.”89 Connections were forged between mariners of various ranks and
men working as regulatory agents, or as watermen moving freight onshore, or as
bumboat men provisioning anchored ships with fruit, sweets, and other dainties.
These social ties are further illustrated in bequests by mariners to men in these
jobs.90 Inevitably such alliances involved reciprocity of one type or another.
Working within a complex moral economy, mariners’ credo blended a resistance to
corporate regulation with a resourceful zeal, even if on occasion they were denomi-
nated “smugglers.”

Despite frustrated attempts to regulate them, seamen were also celebrated for their
role in the expansion of commerce and empire. In 1707 LordHaversham proclaimed
sailors’ inestimable value before the House of Lords, a theme that echoed in the

84 Lubbock, Barlow’s Journal, 1:277; Anthony Disney, “Smugglers and Smuggling in the Western Half
of the Estado Da India in the Late Sixteenth and Early Seventeenth Centuries,” Indica 26, nos. 1–2
(March–September 1989): 57–75; Evan T. Jones, “Illicit Business: Accounting for Smuggling in Mid-
Sixteenth-Century Bristol,” Economic History Review 54, no. 1 (February 2001): 17–38.

85 Bowen, “Smuggling, Pilfering and the English East India Company,” 10–21.
86 Bruijn, Commanders of Dutch East India Ships, 218.
87 Miscellaneous Letters received by the Directors of the East India Company, 1722–23, IOR, E/1/14/

15, 20–21, 33–34, 78, 117, 122; 1725, E/1/16/75, BL. Smuggling substantially expanded tea consump-
tion, for example. Hoh-cheung and Lorna H. Mui, “Smuggling and the British Tea Trade before 1784,”
American Historical Review 74, no. 1 (October 1968): 44–73.

88 Miscellaneous Letters received by the Directors of the East India Company, 1718, IOR/E/9/114,
119, BL.

89 Miscellaneous Letters received by the Directors of the East India Company, 1729, IOR/E/1/20/88,
BL.

90 A fact evident in wills both with the naming of executors and beneficiaries. See Table 3 and discussion
of findings.
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century ahead: “your trade is the mother and nurse of your seamen; your seamen are
the life of your fleet, and your fleet is the security and protection of your trade, and
both together are the wealth, strength, security and glory of Britain.”91 Imperial
trade was vital over the eighteenth century, for although Europe absorbed the great-
est quantity of British exports, this market grew slowly. In contrast, Colley notes, “the
commercial dynamism of the imperial sector . . . seemed boundless.”92 The cultural
prominence of mariners reached discernable heights by the early decades of the eigh-
teenth century, recorded in novels, ballads, and material forms. Figure 2 is a mid-
century depiction of “The Sailor’s Return,” a motif repeated in ballads and novels,
and deployed visually in popular prints and ceramic tiles, jugs, mugs, bowls, and fig-
urines.93 This was a potent theme, portraying a practice deeply familiar to port com-
munities like Liverpool, where a tile maker produced tin-glazed tiles of this topic in
the mid-1700s.94 Figure 2 shows the end of a successful voyage, evident in the
shining buckles on the sailor’s shoes and his full set of clothing. His handkerchief
is in place, his shipmate is by his side, and his welcoming sweetheart is at his
elbow, her mother scrabbling greedily in his treasures. “Thomas English” is the
name stenciled on his sea chest; his East London neighborhood of “Old Wall” is
also traced along with his occupation, “Privateer.”
Seaborne trade needed defending in times of war, which also presented the chance

to ravage enemy vessels. Merchants readily invested in privateering projects, enticing
crews with the hope of prizes. The Admiralty issued 25,000 letters of marque for
such ventures between 1689 and 1815, and privateering vessels accounted for 23
percent of the merchant fleet in those years.95 Crewmen readily circulated between
privateers, armed merchantmen and naval vessels, all on the lookout for prizes in
times of war. A patriotic ethos pervades this image, suggesting the rewards to be
won by plebeian men in defense of their nation.
Linda Colley observes the development of a “selective cult of heroism” in the

vogue for paintings of military officers dying in the course of imperial campaigns,
first illustrated in The Death of Wolfe (1770), reproduced in thousands of cheap
prints. Colley suggests as well that there was an absence of “ordinary soldiers or
seamen” in these salutes to imperial heroism.96 However, prints based on the
works of academicians were not the only visual tributes in circulation. Mariners
figured conspicuously in inexpensive illustrated ballads, satires, and decorative
wares. Their prominence demonstrates the wider cultural role served by this commu-
nity, as hero and antihero, presenting a more complex combination of masculine traits
than elite self-sacrificing valor. Images of mariners were created and deployed for

91 Quoted in Colley, Britons, 65.
92 Ibid., 68.
93 For example, “The Sailor’s Return,” a transfer print on a tile, c. 1744, PAF3819, National Maritime

Museum, Greenwich; “The Sailor’s Farewell,” a cheaply molded earthenware jug from Staffordshire,
1790–1810, c.64-1952, Victoria & Albert Museum; Pratt ware jug molded in relief of a sailor’s farewell
on one side and a sailor’s return on the other, c. 1790, AAA5151, National MaritimeMuseum, Greenwich;
“The Sailor’s Return,” ballad and print, ND lwlpr07777, Lewis Walpole Library, Yale University.

94 “The Sailor’s Return,” a tin-glazed tile, made in Liverpool by Sadler and Green 1758–1761, C449-
1922, Victoria & Albert Museum.

95 Henning Hillmann and Christina Gathmann, “Overseas Trade and the Decline of Privateering,”
Journal of Economic History 71, no. 3 (September 2011): 730–61, at 735–38.

96 Colley, Britons, 180.
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national, political and commercial purposes, satirizing and celebrating plebeian men
unburdened by polite restraints.97 Moreover, the disruptive and disorderly traits
common to seafaring men were often those most cherished by recipients of their lar-
gesse on shore. Enterprise by stealth or under arms infused the culture of seagoing
men, who were warmly received by family and friends when they returned laden
with goods, even if customs officials and corporate administrators looked at them
askance. Images like “The Sailor’s Return” stood as metonyms for countless unre-
corded encounters that took place over generations, evidence of the cultural
impact of these men, an effect that grew with the size of merchant and privateer
convoys.

Figure 2—The Sailor’s Return, c. 1750 by Charles Mosley. PW3801. ©National MaritimeMuseum,
Greenwich, London.

97 Margarette Lincoln, Representing the Royal Navy: British Sea Power, 1750–1815 (Aldershot, UK,
2002); Isaac Land, War, Nationalism, and the British Sailor, 1750–1850 (New York, 2009).
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Sailors skimmed from rich commercial waters, whether hiding handkerchiefs in
hammocks and sea chests, inserting parcels of handkerchiefs “between the Inside &
Outside Plank of the Ship,” tossing parcels of muslin to waiting boats, or manning
ships in “Clandestine Trade” across the world’s oceans.98 Common seamen took
every occasion to acquire and dispose of goods wherever they could. So it was with
Edward Barlow. In 1674, after imprisonment in Batavia and a fruitless journey back
to Amsterdam, in the moments before crossing the Channel for home, Barlow
bought “some small commodities for my own use and some to dispose of [when
back in England].”99 Mariners justified such initiatives given the perils they faced.
Indeed, Edward Barlow thought his work “a calling which is accompanied by many
crosses and calamities . . . one of the hardest and dangerourest callings I could have
entered upon.”100 Thus, subterfuge and discretion prevailed, rules were imperfectly en-
forced, and smuggling was the norm up and down the chain of command.101 In this
way ships’ crews navigated regulatory waters. The culture that evolved over repeated
voyages valued shipmates and custom, including fair perquisites that should come to
the crew—claims that echo the sentiments of other laboring folk.102 Typically there
were debts among seamen’s “goods, chattels and estate.” The unlucky could not
amass more than wages and the contents of their sea chest, if that, and other
seamen’s chests were among the first targets of victorious privateers.103 Nonetheless,
the goods these men handled and the things they acquired are practically and discur-
sively distinct for men of this rank. Recognizing this fact adds another dimension to
the task outlined by Marcus Rediker decades ago: “[not simply] to ask . . . ‘what
was done to these [maritime] working people?’ But rather, ‘what did these working
people do for themselves and how did they do it?’”104 Unsanctioned, hand-to-hand
interactions took place on shore or over the ship’s side, with seamen of every station
striving to gain from their global contacts. The cumulative results of their agency
were profound, for they invested their lives and their associates with exceptional re-
sources, enriching shore-based societies in distinctive ways.

NETWORKS, NEIGHBORHOODS, AND NEW CHANNELS OF EXCHANGE

Mariners’ networks and neighborhoods grew in tandem with the tide of seagoing
men, whose needs when on shore included the goods and services provided by

98 Instances recorded in the Miscellaneous Letters received by the Directors of the East India Company,
1723, IOR/E/1/14/122 & 123; 1738, IOR E/1/28/70; 1725, IOR/ E/1/16/75; 1786, Miscellaneous
Papers of the East India Company, 1738, IOR/H/497/333-5, BL; David Ormrod, Rise of Commercial
Empires: England and the Netherlands in the Age of Mercantilism, 1650–1770 (Cambridge, 2003), 160;
Disney, “Smugglers and Smuggling”; Alan L. Karras, Smuggling: Contraband and Corruption in World
History (Lanham, MD, 2010).

99 Lubbock, Barlow’s Journal, 1:248.
100 Ibid., 1:204, 2:339.
101 Bowen, “Privilege and Profit” and “Smuggling, Pilfering and the English East India Company.”Mis-

cellaneous Letters received by the Directors of the East India Company, 1728, IOR E/1/19/103; 1729, E/
1/20/110-111; 1734, E/1/25/67-8; 1738, E/1/28/66, 69-70, 107, BL.

102 E. P. Thompson, “The Moral Economy of the English Crowd,” in Customs in Common: Studies in
Traditional Popular Culture (New York, 1993), 185–258.

103 Lubbock, Barlow’s Journal, 2:226–28, 264.
104 Rediker, Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea, 6–7.
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chandlers’ shops, lodging houses, taverns, toddy shops, bawdy houses, secondhand
dealers, victuallers, and pawnshops. The growth of international ports was a defining
feature of this era, in Europe, Asia, and beyond.105 The port of Aden was described
by Francis Rogers, when his ship anchored there early in the 1700s: “The Buzza
[bazaar] of this Citty is large containing abundance of Stalls & Shops, where is
sold every thing the City & adjascent parts affords, as provisions, ffruits, Drugs,
Apparell of all sorts us’d w[i]th: ym: [them] . . . here is likewise Coffee rooms
where you may have Coffee ready made 8 or 9 dishes.”106 In Surat, the great com-
mercial center of northwest India, an even wider range of entertainments and diver-
sions was available for seafarers, including ready access to alcohol. English travelers
were reminded of London on their arrival, in the scale and richness of this city, the
hubbub of the river traffic, and the distractions on offer. Goan Christian women oc-
casionally partnered with Europeans, some to run taverns, which specialized in arrack
punch beloved by sailors, creating sociable enclaves in a richly multicultural metrop-
olis. Suhali sands, Surat’s coastal anchorage, also boasted entertainments and liquor
for in-coming seamen, “especially Toddy,” as Peter Mundy observed. Many thou-
sands of European sailors passed through these locales, as Surat was initially the prin-
cipal headquarters for the EIC and local entrepreneurs attempted to profit from this
mobile set of men. Rogers noted the Parsees active in this local trade: “Parsis at Sually
sell punch, toddy & Liquors for the Sailors [and] are often Canee men . . . & rare
pimps:”107 Margaret Creighton and Lisa Norling write that “the shore has been
vital in shaping seafaring experience,” an occasion to link women and men in differ-
ent circumstances, to different ends, crafting a complex of aspirations, experiences,
and material cultures.108

The ports dotting the shoreline of Britain served a range of seagoing and land-
based enterprises, employing male and female energies. Portsmouth lay midway
along the Channel, a notable anchorage with “the great ships lying at their moorings
for three or four miles up, and the harbor for a mile at least on each side covered with
buildings and thronged with people.”109 Portsmouth supplied the Royal Navy and
the East India Company, the two institutions with the greatest global reach, defining
the town and its connections. Figure 3 presents a turn-of-the-century satire of Ports-
mouth Point, with sailors’ necessities at hand, from punch bowls and pawnbrokers to
prostitutes and public houses. Goods and people are shown cycling on and off the
strand, the unlading of ships perhaps cover for judicious smuggling. London’s

105 F. M. L. Thompson, “Town and City,” in The Cambridge Social History of Britain, 1750–1950: Regions
and Communities, ed. F. M. L. Thompson (Cambridge, 1990), at 24–25. For the pleasures of Surat, see
IGR 18, Francis Rogers, “Brief Observations of the most remarkable Occurrences that hapn’d in a
Voyage to the East Indies,” 1701–04, N.P. Caird Library, National Maritime Museum (hereafter
NMM), Greenwich.

106 IGR Rogers, “Brief Observations,” 3 July 1702, N.P. Caird Library, NMM, Greenwich.
107 IGR Rogers, “Brief Observations,” September 1702, N.P. Caird Library, NMM, Greenwich. Peter

Mundy described in 1632 the training up of young dancing girls both as dancers and prostitutes, “And
there is scares any meeteinge of friends [sic] without them.” Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Rawlinson
A 315, fol. 73v.

108 Margaret Creighton and Lisa Norling, Iron Men, Wooden Women: Gender and Seafaring in the Atlan-
tic World 1700–1920 (Baltimore, 1996), vii.

109 J. H. Thomas, Portsmouth and the East India Company 1700–1815 (New York, 1999), 34, quoted in
Linda Colley, The Ordeal of Elizabeth Marsh (New York, 2007), 19.
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East End and districts south of the Thames were likewise defined by the seamen who
resided there, an estimated 20,000 by 1750, along with the businesses and people
tied to their adventures.110 As with all great ports, East End London was a hybrid
community absorbing different ethnicities, the largest maritime quarters in Britain.
But there were innumerable harbors in the early modern world of similar character
at different latitudes and longitudes, linked by global sea-lanes. The relationships
between mariners and their shore-based networks were fundamentally important
to the economic and cultural vitality of these regions, as the context of oceanic em-
ployment was unlike any other.111 In 1776, the magistrate and writer John Fielding
described the men who congregated in London’s seafaring boroughs as “a generation
differing from all the world.” He added that “When one goes to Rotherhithe or
Wapping, which places are chiefly inhabited by sailors . . . a man would be apt to
suspect himself in another country. Their manner of living, speaking, acting, dressing
and behaving are so peculiar to themselves.”112 Sailors were almost as often in port as
at sea, loading, fitting a ship, and waiting to embark, their lives spent at least as much
on land as under sail.113 Most importantly, it was during these land-based periods

Figure 3—Portsmouth Point, 1814 by Thomas Rowlandson. lwlpr11731. Courtesy of The Lewis
Walpole Library, Yale University.

110 Peter Earle, A City Full of People: Men and Women of London 1650–1750 (London, 1994), 74–76.
111 Daniel Vickers, “Beyond Jack Tar,” in “Early American History: Its Past and Future,” special issue,

William and Mary Quarterly 50, no. 2 (April 1993): 418–24.
112 John Fielding, A Brief Description of the Cities of London and Westminster . . . . (London, 1776), xv.
113 Rodger, Wooden World, 34, 37–41.
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that mariners brought their influence to bear, redirecting goods acquired from afar
and modeling new tastes to more sedentary citizens.

Ports functioned as receiving grounds for diverse seaborne peoples, along with
their newfangled presents, souvenirs, and sometimes-exotic goods. Indeed, port-
side men and women banked on the continuous stream of seafarers in and out of
harbor, along with ships’ cargoes and the skimmings won from this traffic. What
Customs officers saw as smuggling, sailors saw as their privilege, reflecting a
moral economy entirely at odds with the directives of the Custom House or East
India House. As noted above, mariners schemed to bring goods ashore whether
or not this was officially part of their “privilege” or “seaman’s portage,” as it was
called in Scotland. It was widely acknowledged that this gave common sailors “an
interest” in the voyage, for as a Customs agent noted, “it is the general Practice
for Sailors to invest in Goods the part of their Wages they receive abroad, or any
money they may carry out with them.”114 Once ashore, every seaport boasted
formal and informal dealers happy to oblige sailors with items to sell or pawn, like
the pawnshop prominently placed on the left side of Figure 3. In 1768, an Edinburgh
Custom House official described the long-established practice among Scottish
sailors, whereby “the Tea, Spirits, India Goods, and Tobacco, [were] continually
brought home by them in small Parcells on their own Account . . . and their
Wives and Children being interested therein are all anxious for the Successful Smug-
gling of the Cargo.”115 Women in maritime neighborhoods relied on this
interchange.

Cecelia Burton was one such enterprising woman with excellent connections,
living in London’s East End close to the Thames, “reputed for dealing with
Hoymen and others who get Goods on Shore without payment of duty.”116 My pre-
vious research confirms how extensive and essential were systems of barter and the
use of alternate currencies, and how routinely retailers took goods in kind. Dealers
large and small habitually negotiated with seamen, adapting the flow of ships and
men into their patterns of life and business. This material circulation sustained a het-
erogeneous range of street peddlers and shopkeepers, only some prominent enough
to be insured or listed in city directories.117

Buying and selling animated these quarters. And before each voyage sailors re-
stocked their sea chests at slop shops, chandlers, and victualler shops, looking as
well for lodgings and pubs, venues peopled by women skilled in needle trades and
commercial hospitality. Before Jack Cremer’s first voyage he relied on the help of
his Mate’s wife, “a good old humain motherly woman, which was to buy me
Shirts, Stockings, Hankerchifs &c, with a Chest, which she did anuf Suitabile
[enough suitable] for me for two Years.”118 Kindness was tempered by circumstance

114 Letter from Customs House, Edinburgh, T 1/467/121 (1768), NA, UK.
115 Scotland, Customs and Excise: Draft Clause for Suppressing Allowance of Portage to Seamen, 1768,

T 1/466/243, NA, UK.
116 Miscellaneous Letters received by the Directors of the East India Company, 1740–41, IOR E/1/30/

41.
117 For example, Beverly Lemire, “Peddling Fashion: Salesmen, Pawnbrokers, Taylors, Thieves and the

Second-Hand Clothes Trade in England, 1680–1800,” Textile History 22, no. 1 (January 1991): 67–82,
Dress, Culture and Commerce, and Business of Everyday Life, chapter 2.

118 Cremer, Ramblin’ Jack, 75–76.
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and women’s need to support themselves determined the amenities they provided
seamen. In the mid 1700s, Mrs. Bonner furnished “Sea faring people with Cloathes,
Liquor & lodgings,” leaving some mariners in her debt and one family unable to
recoup anything after their sailor’s death, for, as they discovered, “it is the Custom
with Sailors to give a Will & power [of attorney] to those who give them Credit.”
Further enquires produced “a good account of the woman in her own neighbrood
[sic] therefore nothing can be expected from what my Cousin hath left, his brother
is likewise in her debt.”119
Betty Wright ran a similar London business—lodging housekeeper and ships’

chandler—keeping careful records in three surviving account books from the
1740s. She sold more than simply a bed (or part of a bed) for the night, offering
food, tobacco, clothing, liquor, and even space for wives to attend their men.120
Hers was a substantial concern, with clerical assistants to help with the books,
shown in the variety of hands penning the entries with shifting levels of literacy.
Some of her clients spent frugally, paying for a couple of mugs of “flip,” a popular
punch, or simple board for a few days. Others spent with abandon.121 Wright rou-
tinely used bonds to secure debts incurred by more free-spending sailors. In the
spring of 1743, Will Stock of Dover took out a bond for the nearly £13 he owed
her; John Dart, also of Dover, followed a similar course before he left after eating,
drinking, and buying clothes.122 Wright’s business extended to Spithead off Ports-
mouth and further west to Plymouth, where her agents provided goods to seamen
and kept account of these expenses. Wright focused closely on the men she served,
in many cases noting their ports of origin, with separate sections for mariners
from Sandwich and Dover in Kent or Torbay in Devon. On occasion, she noted
when they headed out on a “Cruise” as part of a privateering venture or escorted
an Indiaman out of the Channel on its voyage. Women like Cecelia Burton, Mrs.
Bonner, and Betty Wright were tied inexorably to these seafarers as their sea chests
and punch bowls were filled and emptied with the tide.123
An aggregate of mariners’wills illuminates their formal networks, a temporal snap-

shot showing the space across which resources traveled. Table 2 summarizes bequests
(1700–1760) from my sample of mariners and privateers, identifying the regions
where goods were sent when this was stipulated.124 The findings are unsurprising,
with 86 percent of bequests assigned to family, friends, shipmates, or creditors in
England. Four muster lists from 1720 and 1721 for EIC ships show similar patterns
of nationality, with from 63 to 84 percent coming from England and the remainder
originating in Scotland and Ireland, with a scattering of men from Portugal, Sardinia,

119 Letter from Anthony Askew to his cousin, re Mrs. Bonner, 1746, D HUD 10/2/2/6, Cumbria
Record Office, Carlisle Headquarters.

120 Account Books of Betty Wright, proprietor of sailors’ lodging house and ship chandlery, 1743–44,
CLA/024/08/124-126, London Metropolitan Archives (hereafter LMA).

121 Ibid., CLA/024/08/124, LMA.
122 Ibid., CLA/024/08/125, LMA.
123 Peter Earle, “The Female Labour Market in London in the Late Seventeenth and Early Eighteenth

Centuries,” Economic History Review 42, no. 3 (August 1989): 328–53; Hunt, “Women and the Fiscal-
Military State.”

124 Multiple bequests to an individual of the same name, at the same location, were treated as one
bequest. Not every bequest included the geographic residence of the beneficiary.
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Naples, France, Hamburg, Sweden, and Batavia, plus India.125 London was at the
heart of Britain’s maritime empire and was the preeminent city where legatees
lived, at over 50 percent of my sample. Beneficiaries resided predominantly in
London’s seafaring communities north and south of the Thames: Wapping, Rother-
hithe, Bermondsey, Limehouse, Tower Hill, Shoreditch, Shadwell, and Ratcliff.
Outside the metropolis, bequests traveled to communities along the River Thames
from Greenwich to Gravesend, as well as ports and villages on the coast from
Kent to Cornwall. A few locales figured a half dozen times or more—major ports
like Deptford, Bristol, Liverpool, and Cork. This list includes a multitude of commu-
nities adjacent to the sea, for that was where most beneficiaries lived. The conclusions
are clear. For the most part, these men emerged from large and small seafaring dis-
tricts along the coast and riversides of Britain and Ireland. In turn, they channeled
their worldly goods back to these neighborhoods with an undoubted impact on
the material culture of these locales. An additional 7 percent of bequest went to

Table 2—Location of Beneficiaries of Mariners’ Wills 1700–1760

Source: Mariners’wills, National Archives, UK. Sample of 559 bequests (50 bequests to
those on ships at unspecified locations omitted).

125 Crew list for the Addison August 1720, IOR E/1/11/160; crew list for the Dartmouth August 1720,
IOR E/1/11/161; crew list for the Monmouth, February 1721, IOR E/1/12/57; crew list for the Streat-
ham, February 1721, IOR E/1/12/58, BL. Ralph Davis found a similar distribution of seamen. “Seamen’s
Sixpences: An Index of Commercial Activity, 1697–1828,” Economica 23, no. 92 (November 1956): 328–
43, at 339, Table 1.
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those in towns and hamlets in Ireland, the County of Cork being particularly impor-
tant, along with the West Coast of Scotland. Finally, a scattering of goods traveled to
coastal Wales, the Isle of Man, and India, with individual legatees in Zeeland,
Hamburg, and Lisbon reflecting seaborne connections typical of these men.
Mariners pumped incalculable quantities of goods and money into great ports and

small backwaters. At death, the cumulative results of their labor, evidenced in goods
and money, reached a wide cross-section of laborers, artisans, and dealers, plus busi-
nessmen and women. These collective interventions unsettled the accustomed mate-
rial world. In life as in death, seamen funneled money plus delightful and distinctive
possessions into the hands of their shipmates, wives, sweethearts, kith, kin, and coun-
trymen, puncturing hierarchical assumptions about socially appropriate consumer
practice.126 Wills record the social breadth of those receiving mariners’ largesse, in-
cluding shipmates, family members, plus those in a plethora of dealing, service, mar-
itime, artisanal, and even agricultural pursuits. Table 3 summarizes the occupational
categories of beneficiaries from 1700 to 1760, dominated by those in retailing and
maritime trades. Among agricultural occupations, gardeners appear more commonly
than husbandmen, although both are noted. Water-based trades typically included
workers on or about major ports either carrying goods—lightermen and watermen
—or inspecting ships to ensure compliance with regulation—waiters and surveyors.
The connections to both communities are suggestive.127 Among gentry and profes-
sionals, surgeons are listed repeatedly, having perhaps earned mention in very prac-
tical ways. The number of bequests to nautical men is no surprise as there would
be personal and business obligations among that confederacy. As well, several mari-
ners of long term or recurring residency in India left goods to their female slaves, as
well as the children of enslaved mothers, with manumission granted on the mariners’
deaths.128 However, retailing represented the largest heterogeneous occupational
group, confirming close and sustained relationships, affective and commercial,
linking mariners and dealers more generally. Examples of these trades, in alphabetical
order, include: apothecary, baker, brewer, butcher, cordwainer, haberdasher, iron-
monger, grocer, mercer, milk woman, music seller, periwig maker, tailor, tobacconist,
and victualler, a cross-section of dealing occupations.129 Victuallers, male and female,
are most numerous among this group at nearly 26 percent of retailers, suggesting
their possible role as investors or creditors of seamen in merchant or privateering ven-
tures. Four privateering mariners namedWhite Chapel victuallersWalter and Eleanor
Wood as beneficiaries in 1744–45; Erik Bergstrom, victualler of Wapping, was named

126 Despite the repeal of sumptuary laws in England in 1604, the regulatory impulse remained strong
within English (later British) authorities, with the anti-calico campaign (1690s–1720s) the most
extreme of these social/political reactions against new-style consumer practice. Lemire, Cotton, chapter
3, and “‘Le goût du coton: Culture matérielle, politique et consommation dans le Japon des Tokugawa
et l’Angleterre modern,” Revue d’histoire moderne et contemporaine 60, no. 1 (Spring 2013): 71–106.

127 Edward Barlow likewise stipulated a “land waiter at the custom house of London” as one of his ex-
ecutors. Edward Barlow’s probated will, 1705-6, PROB 11/500/352, NA, UK.

128 Purchase and use of domestic slaves, including concubines, was an established tradition among at
least some EIC employees based in India. Henry Davison Love, Vestiges of Old Madras, 1640–1800
(London, 1913), 1:545; Lubbock, Barlow’s Journal, 2:468.

129 Probated wills, 1601, PROB 11/98/683; 1602, PROB 11/102/187; 1602, PROB 11/102/1v;
1603, PROB 11/101/ir 911; 1603, PROB 11/102/227-v, 1603; 1622, PROB 11/150b (9720); 1639,
PROB 11/185b (28); 1643, PROB 11/203 (39); 1699, PROB 11/601; 1725, PROB 11/617, NA, UK.
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in three wills in my sample from the 1750s.130 Stocking a sea chest could be costly.
Giving credit came with expectations of repayment from wages, prize money, or
goods on the sailor’s return. Retailers likely provided some mariners with a stake or,
like Betty Wright and Mrs. Bonner, were owed debts by seamen to be repaid.

The provision of small-scale credit was a routine feature of life, sustained by indi-
vidual reputation and the guarantee of peers, as well as legal instruments.131 Sailors
were a reasonable investment, especially those on privateering cruises or long dis-
tance trips to Asia, given the richly stocked waters they plied. Edward Barlow repeat-
edly assembled money or goods for himself or from friends and acquaintances for
small ventures overseas, complaining on one trip that he was, “taking care of my
friends’ goods more than I did of my own.”132 Barlow functioned as a kind of
agent for his network of family and friends, in one case bringing back “India
Chints and Culgees and other goods” for his cousin’s wife.133 In this way, sailors
seeded the commons with “new luxuries.” As Jan de Vries observes, the symbolic
powers of these goods communicated new “cultural meaning, permitting reciprocal
relations—a kind of sociability—among participants in consumption.”134 These as-
sorted gifts and consignments far surpassed the usual possessions available to labor-
ing or even artisanal men and women in the later 1600s. In that earlier era, the

Table 3—Occupations of Beneficiaries, 1700–1760

Source: Mariners’Wills, National Archives, UK, 310 specified occupations.

130 Probated wills 1744-45, PROB 11/ 763, PROB 11/754, PROB 11/740; PROB 11/782; PROB 11/
854; PROB 11/842; PROB 11/832, NA, UK.

131 For example, Lemire, Business of Everyday Life, chapters 2 and 3; Jeremy Boulton, Neighborhood and
Society: A London Suburb in the Seventeenth Century (Cambridge, 1987), 21–23, 62–92; Muldrew, Economy
of Obligation.

132 Lubbock, Barlow’s Journal, 1:194.
133 Edward Barlow’s probated will, 1705-6, PROB 11/500/352, NA, UK.
134 De Vries, Industrious Revolution, 45.
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cumulative impact of the novelties carried home by mariners was surely immense,
introducing laboring and lower middling people to a world of new goods, upending
hierarchies of consumption. As the numbers of mariners grew, their influence
widened, even as the cargos they freighted increased.
Proximity to sea routes shaped the cultures of consumption emerging in early

modern Europe. Hester Dibbits identifies the exceptionally rich material culture in
the South Holland fishing village of Maassluis in the early eighteenth century, with
an abundance of china and Indian cottons among a broad social range, well outside
the upper middling sort. Similarly, AnneMcCants charts the penetration of Asian nice-
ties and luxuries among poor residents of eighteenth-century Amsterdam.135 In Aber-
deen, anonymous merchants complained in the 1740s of the rampant smuggling of
tobacco, tea, coffee, and Indies goods: “vast Quantities of run and prohibited
Goods in their [local traders’] Cellars and Shops . . . to be publickly carried and
sold,” making these goods cheap and widely available and perhaps especially to the
friends and family of seafarers.136 Scottish coastal residents enjoyed prodigious
access to smuggled wares, illustrated in the “Chinese gown” and brandy offered as a
bribe to a dogged customs officer pursuing a smuggler off the Orkney Islands.137
Wemust rethink assumptions about consumer practice andmaterial culture that pre-

sumes plentiful consumer goods in the metropole and declining access as one moves
away from London, especially among plebeian buyers. Better account must be taken
of unsanctioned seaborne traffic along the shipping routes that circled these islands
and the impact on local material culture along these sea-lanes.138 Where customs offi-
cials were few, goods were landed or smugglers supplied. Consider the description by a
Southampton CustomHouse officer who knew well the opponents he faced: “The In-
habitants of Guernsey. . . Style themselves Merchants, and keep Shops or Warehouses
for vending to Smuglers [sic] and others in any Quantity, Wine, Brandy, Rum, Geneva,
Tea, Silk Handkerchiefs, Cottons, Callicoes, Chintz, Linnens etc.”139 These desirable
goods in the hands of seagoing workingmen and their onshore partners signaled shift-
ing material priorities and sparked broad change in these settings. Jan de Vries rightly
emphasizes the vital “industrious” role of women and children as waged workers,
arguing persuasively that their entrance into the waged work force in greater
numbers enabled them to buy and enjoy small pleasures and greater comforts,
adding critical dynamism to the economy.140 Mariners represent another plebeian

135 Hester Dibbits, “Pronken as Practice: Material Culture in The Netherlands, 1650–1800,” in Luxury
in the Low Countries: Miscellaneous Reflections on Netherlandish Material Culture, 1500 to the Present, ed.
Rengenier C. Rittersma (Brussels, 2010), 135–58; Anne McCants, “Global Wardrobes: Clothing Assem-
blies Reconstructed from the 18th c. Amsterdam Poor,” presented at the Canadian Society for Eighteenth-
Century Studies Conference, October 2012, Edmonton, Canada.

136 Tract printed in Aberdeen in 1739, sent to the Directors of the East India Company, 1740, IOR E/1/
29/52b, 52d, BL.

137 Scotland Customs: correspondence concerning smuggling, 1775, T1/517/1-4, NA, UK.
138 Charles Ludington notes the exceptional quantities of French claret available in all coastal villages,

towns, and ports of Scotland in the late 1600s and for much of the 1700s. Ludington, Politics of Wine
in Britain, chapters 3 and 6. Michael Kwass notes the impact of smuggling along peddlers’ routes in
land-locked areas of Europe. Contraband: Louis Mandrin and the Making of a Global Underground (Cam-
bridge, MA, 2014).

139 Report from Customs House, Portsmouth, 1764, T 1/429/18, NA, UK.
140 De Vries, Industrious Revolution.
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cohort within this disruptive, generative, “industrious” consumer process, with gifts,
goods, and money channeled to plebeian peoples across the littoral.

Mariners’ sexual partners—commercial and affective, fleeting and recurring—typi-
fied additional dynamic connections in ports of call.141 Moralists decried the temporal,
impermanent unions typical of sailors, whose passing alliances gave a seasonal character
to even stable partnerships, whether formally sanctioned or informally agreed. Neither
debauchery nor transient matches were approved styles of manliness; but these traits
were routine for seafarers and could not be otherwise. Thus, as EIC ships put into
port, a stream of family and friends arrived to welcome their safe return, in defiance
of authorities, who very rightly saw these visitors as potential allies in running goods
onshore, particularly the women. When the Grantham docked in Plymouth in
August 1751, people poured on board with local authorities powerless to stem the
tide. A hasty note to the directors of the EIC complained that “its now like a Fair
being credibly informed that near a Thousand People were on board this day”, conclud-
ing that “its impossible to prevent Quantities of China and other Goods . . . run out of
her.”142 Customs officials styled “waiters” were posted on board to quash attempted
smuggling and ships were rummaged to uncover even the smallest package of tea or
bundle of handkerchiefs. Yet, even as cargoes were being cleared, seafarers laded
female visitors in a bid to get goods ashore untaxed. Figure 4 depicts this intimate op-
portunism, a practice so widely known it was the butt of satire, the woman’s panniers
shown stuffed with popular items from perfume to tea.

In response to this persistent practice, agents were posted in boats alongside EIC
vessels at anchor. In one instance they spotted four women being rowed away.
When they eventually reached this craft, they insisted on searching the women, who
were found to have fifty pieces of silk and eighty-two fans on their persons. On
another occasion, an official spied three women “coming from on board” an EIC
ship anchored at Deptford with the captain as escort. The agent thought the women
“more bulky than usual.” So he “insisted on rumageing them whereupon the said
Captain Started up and swore no body in his Boat should be rummaged [and] the
Ladies cried out . . . and pretended to be in Fitts.” The search proceeded nonetheless
at a public house on shore, revealing 281 India silk handkerchiefs under the women’s
petticoats. Commercial alliances between seafarers and obliging women probably suc-
ceeded more often than they failed, given the legions that descended on ships in
port.143 Understandably, tensions were rife on these occasions, with one boatswain
swearing that if any officials “pretend to rumedge his Wife, he will stab that man
that does it.”144 An Edinburgh official grumbled that women in Scottish ports were
“always ready to assist the Smugglers,” as he termed the returning sailors.145 Wives,

141 For a discussion of prostitutes routinely found in India see Peter Mundy, in Temple, Travels of Peter
Mundy, 2:216; Bodleian Library, Rawl. A 315, Relation 15, fol. 73; Lubbock, Barlow’s Journal, 1:162, 192.

142 Miscellaneous Letters received by the Directors of the East India Company, 1751, IOR/E/1/36/91, BL.
143 Miscellaneous Letters received by the Directors of the East India Company, 1728, IOR E/1/19/103;

1733, E/1/24/124; 1731, E/1/22/233, BL.
144 Miscellaneous Letters received by the Directors of the East India Company, 1724, IOR, E/1/15/119-

120, BL.
145 Scotland, Customs and Excise: Draft Clause for Suppressing Allowance of Portage to Seamen . . . . ,

1768, T 1/466/243, NA, UK.
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lovers, and prostitutes understood the benefits of sailors in port, whether in treats,
wages, and useful or exotic gifts.
The injection of new resources into endless cycles of make-do was cause for satis-

faction or celebration whatever the sailor might provide; every manner of thing could
be worn, used, eaten, pawned, bartered, or sold as required.146 So substantial was
this maritime influence that residents in port cities, if charged with theft, commonly
claimed they received disputed items “from a sailor”—seafarers having such untidy
circuits of exchange.147 The uniqueness of port communities lay in the recurring

Figure 4—Rigging out a Smuggler, 1810 by Thomas Rowlandson. 1872, 1012.4954. © Trustees of
the British Museum.

146 Formal and informal pawnbrokers were scattered throughout these neighborhoods, benefitting from
the flow of goods through many hands. Lemire, Business of Everyday Life, chapter 2; Hunt, “Women and
the Fiscal-Imperial State,” 31–33.

147 See, for example, Old Bailey Proceedings Online, http://www.oldbaileyonline.org, version 6.0 (ac-
cessed 9 March 2012), December 1714, trial of Mary Nichols (t17141209-37); April 1715, trial of Cor-
nelius Gough (t17150427-84); April 1718, trial of John Morris (t17180423-26); February 1722, trial of
John Andrews, alias Anderson Elizabeth Andrews, alias Anderson (t17220228-28); August 1726, trial of
Isabel Lucky Sarah Jones (t17260831-27); January 1729, trial of David Millford (t17290116-2).
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flows of goods that accompanied sailors’ long-distance labors. As a young sailor, Jack
Cremer wrote of the things he brought his uncle after a fruitful Mediterranean
voyage about 1720, including wine, oil, and “other presents of Small things.”148
These slices from the world’s cargoes supported shore-going pleasures, sustaining
and stimulating shore-based communities, even as they transformed material culture.

Seaports echoed with the nautical idiom of men from near and far, with physiques
that set them apart: hardened, tanned, often scarred, sometimes tattooed, their hair
queued.149 Their enterprising lives were displayed on their bodies and in their dress,
with gifts and prizes that distinguished them as well from land-based men. Their
shore-going clothes were equally subversive of hierarchies of apparel. The “dyna-
mism” John Styles perceives in eighteenth-century plebeian fashion was exceptionally
apparent amongst this population, a group defined by their resplendent handker-
chiefs and distinctive striped trousers.150 During the eighteenth century, popular
culture focused more intently on this significant set of men who modeled a different
type of masculinity. Artists drew and modeled figures of seamen, creating collectable,
topical representations in innumerable forms, finding extensive markets for their
output. The Bow Porcelain Works produced the earliest English ceramic figures of
sailors and their choice is noteworthy. Bow was among the first English china
works, based in “New Canton” East London amidst the riverine flows of internation-
al trade. Bow crafted items for middle-class buyers, termed by a contemporary “the
more ordinary sorts of ware,” including two sailor figures made between 1748 and
the 1760s.151 A hands-width in height, these trouser-clad figures were mnemonics of
international and imperial exploits and the men distinguished in this practice.

More popular still, and less romantic in tone, were the countless printed satires. The
themes addressed were topical and widely understood, pertaining to sailors’ lives at sea
and on shore, their gifts to women, and their generally unsettling material habits.
Figure 5 presents another of the myriad images printed at a time when mariners
were defining figures in the imperial age. This seafarer is seated on a gun carriage,
his ship safely anchored, and intemperate indulgence in the order of the day. He and
his mates rejoice in their survival and perhaps their prize money or smuggled goods,
shown with the women they favored—their collective manliness displayed in stance
and gesture. Those who purchased the sailor figurines or the sailor-themed satires,
and those who learned and sang the sailor-themed songs, sought a tangible connection
with an admired group, disruptive of hierarchy, and generative of new cultural forms.

Not only did seafarers follow an uncommonly daring occupation, but their con-
nections to the “new luxuries” marked them out among plebeian men—connections
echoed by graphic artists depicting sailors’ pipes, flash handkerchiefs, and bulging sea
chests seen in Figures 2–5. The trousered seamen epitomized a robust masculinity,

148 Cremer, Ramblin’ Jack, 125, 206.
149 Earle, City Full of People, 74–6; Charles Napier Robinson, The British Tar in Fact and Fiction . . . .

(London, 1911), 87–127. Simon P. Newman, “Reading the Bodies of Early American Seafarers,”
William and Mary Quarterly 35, no. 1 (January 1998): 59–82; Ira Dye, “The Tattoos of Early American
Seafarers, 1796–1818,” American Philosophical Society 133, no. 4 (December 1989): 520–54.

150 John Styles,The Dress of the People: Everyday Fashion in Eighteenth-Century England (NewHaven, CT,
2007), 93.

151 Elizabeth Adams and David Redstone, Bow Porcelain (London, 1981), 5–9, 124–26, 137–38.
AAA6050, Caird Library, NMM, Greenwich.
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founded on skilled seamanship, expressed within global theatres of action. Their
images were deployed in a range of cultural forms from print satires to theatrical rep-
resentations, an alternative to genteel politeness and middling respectability. Print
and ceramic objects reinforced the increasingly iconic status of this group and
spread the range of their influence. The experiences of empire, the habits of seafaring
life, and the selective idealization of these plebeian men shifted the norms of material
culture and manly demeanor.152 Mariners’ iconic consumer practice was powerfully
productive of change. Seafarers, traversing global trade networks, disrupted tradi-
tional practice, innovating new discursive material cultures and new forms of mascu-
linity, becoming a recognizable and authoritative community of men.

Figure 5—The Sailor’s Sweetheart, c. 1790–1811 by Isaac Cruikshank. 1878, 0713.1256. © Trustees
of the British Museum.

152 Further consideration of sailors’ trousers can be found in Beverly Lemire, “A Question of Trousers:
Seafarers, Masculinity and Empire in the Shaping of British Male Dress, c. 1600–1800,” Cultural and
Social History (forthcoming).
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